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ABSTRACT 
Decomposing Vector Space Repre sent ation s 
of th e Lie Algebra s s[2C and s[2 IR 
by 
Bri an W. Gleason , Mas ter of Science 
Utah St a te Univ ersity, 2007 
l\lajor Pro fessor: Dr . Mark Fels 
Departm ent: Math ema ti cs and St ati sti cs 
Ill 
IL is known t ha t any finit e-di mension al repr esent at ion of a semi-simpl e Lie algebra is decompos-
able int o a direct sum of irredu cible represent ations. Here we prove some th eoretica l re:;ult s th at 
allow us to collstrucl a.i i efficient algorit hm for comp utin g such a deco inp o:;iti ou for rcpr cscutat ious 
of sf2C and sl 21R. \Ve th en impl ement thi s a lgorithm in a pro cedu re for t he compu te r a lgebra syste m 
!Vlaple1 th at will qui ckly and easily perform th e decompo sition . We also give seve ra l exampl es of 
thi s decomp osition perform ed by th e pro cedur e in ord er to illustr ate its advant ages over ca lculatio ns 
done 'by ha11d' . 
1 l\l aple is a registered trad emark of Wat erloo Mapl e Inc . 
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1.1 Lie Algebras 
In this section we review the basic definitions and results concerning Lie algebras. Th ese 
definitions a 11d results are fou11d in many texts, such as [2], [3], and [5]. Let 1K be a field , thoug h 
in this report we only cons ider 1K equal to C or JR. A Lie algebra is a vector space g over 1K with 
a inap, ca lled the Lie bracket , [,]: g x g -, g with the following prop er iti es for X , Y, Z E g and 
a, b E 1K: 
[aX + bY, Z] = a[X, Z] + b[Y, Z] 
[X, aY + bZ] = a[X, Y] + b[X, Z] 
[X, V]+[ Y,X]=O 
[X, [Y, Z]J + [V, [Z, X]J + [Z, [X, Y]J = 0 
(li11ear in first argument) 
(linear in second argument) 
(skew-symmetry) 
(t he Jacobi identity). 
An examp le of a Lie a lgebra is tl1e set g[(V) of endomorphis111s of some vector space \/ with the 
brac ket [T, SJ = To S - So T. 
Tu t his repo rt we will only consider finite dim ens ional Lie algebras . In this case , since [,] is 
bilin ear. any Lie algebra is complete ly determined by t he va lue of [,] on a basis { c;};~ 1 , 
n 
(1.1) [e;, ej] = L c}jek 
k= l 
These equation s can be convenient ly displayed in an array which we ca ll the Lie bracket multi-
plic a tion tabl e where the ct E 1K are ca lled the structure constants of th e Lie a lgebra. 
An id ea l in a Lie a lgebra g, is a sub algebra ry C g that sa.tisfies 
[X, Y] E ry for a ll X E Q, Y E g. 
A Lie algebra is said to be simple if it cont ains no non-t rivial , proper idea ls. 
The derived seri es of a Lie a lgebra g is defi ned inductively as follows: 
'D1g = [g, g] (th e spa n of the image of the brack et) 
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'D1g is a lways an idea l of g. As a simpl e consequenc e, if g is simpl e t heu 'D1g = g or 'D1g = {O}. 
A Lie a lgeb ra is solvable if 'Dkg = {O} for some finite k. For any finite dim ens iona l Lie a lgebra 
g , th ere exists a uni que so lvable idea l conta iniu g all so lvable idea ls of g, ca lled th e radica l of g. 
A deriv at ion of a Lie a lgebra g is a linear ma p D : g -, g such t hat D ([X , Y]) = [X , D (Y)] + 
[D(X), Y) The set of all deri va tion s of g, denot ed Der (9), form a Lie a lgebra und er [D1, D2) = 
D 1 o D2 - D2 o D 1 . 
If g, fJ a.re Lie algebras over Lhe sa me field, and pis a. homomo rphi sm such th at p(IJ) c Der(g), 
t he fun ct ion [,) : (g x fJ) x (g x IJ)-, g x fJ give n by 
[(91, h1), (92, h2)) = ([91, 92) + p(h1)92 - p(h2)91, [h1, h2]) 
crea tes a new Lie algebra ca lled th e semidirect product of g with IJ. It shou ld be not ed th at when 
p = 0, th e sernidire ct prod uct of g a nd fJ is isomorphi c to th e dir ect sum of g and fJ. 
An imp ort ant theorem by Lev i st ates that any Lie a lge bra is a sernidir ect produ ct of it s radical 
and a semi-sim ple Lie a lge bra . Thi s combin ed with the fact that any semi-simple Lte a lgebra is 
isomorph ic to u d irect su rn of sitllp le Lie algel.Jrns 111ea.11s t hat the cla;;sifical io ll of any Lie algeb ra. 
dq w nd s heav ily npon the class ification of the simpl e Lie algebras. Th e simpl e comp lex Lie algebras 
were completely class ified by Ca rta n in 1894, whose disse r tation finished work Killin g had done by 
1890. vVith five except ions, every s imple compl ex Lie algebra is isomorph ic to eith er s(nC, son«::, 
or s p211C for some n. The s imple rea l Lie a lgeb ras were a lso late r class ified, bu t are considera bly 
mor e difficnlt. The int eres ted rea der shou ld consu lt [5, Sec 26). Th e Lie a lgebra sf2C is th e only 
three dimensiona l, non -t rivial , simpl e comp lex Lie a lgebra (up to isomorphi sm) and so is a natura l 
st arting place for th e study of Lie a lgebras. Th e Lie a lgebra sf2 IR is one of two (a long wit h so3IR) 
three dime nsioual, non -t riv ia l, simpl e rea l Lie a lgeb ras and so will a lso be of inter est in t his pape r. 
1.2 Represe ntatio11s 
A repr ese ntation of a Lie a lgeb ra g is a homomorphi sm 
p: g _. g[(V). 
It is commo n to refer to V it se lf as a repr esentation of g and to suppr ess p in th e not at ion . Thu s, 
p(X)(v) will sometim es be ex pr esse d as X (v) for XE g and v E V. 
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For any X E g, th e repr esentat ion ad: g ----> g[(g) given by 
ad(X): Y >-----> [X, Y] (Y E g) 
is cal led the adjoint representation of g. Thi s representation plays an important role in the stud y 
of Lie algebras. 
A subspace W of V that has th e prop ert y X (W) C W for all X E g is said to be invariant 
und er th e repr esent atiou p. Restricting p to W defines a subrepresentation of g. A repr esentation 
V which has no trivial prop er subrepre sentations is ca lled irr educib le. 
If V and vi · are repr esentations of g, th en so are th e vector spaces given by the dir ect sum V EB W 
and the tensor produ ct V © W , with th e latter being given th e assignment X ( v © w) = X (v) © w + 
1 1 0 X (w) for X E g. The symmetric tensor produ ct will be especia lly imp ortant for our purpo ses . 
A symmetric tensor is one whose value is unch anged when any two factors are int erchanged. For 
exa mple, Vt 0 v 2 + v 2 0 v 1 is a 2nd ord er symmetric tensor as ( v 1 , v2) >-----> v 1 0 v2 + v2 0 v1 ,_, ( v2, v1) 
for Vt, V2 E I ' aud v 1 0 v2, v2 ~ Vt E V 0 V. The symmetri c tensor powers ( or orders) of V wi II be 
cle11otecl Syin" \/ for some positive int eger n. 
The bilinear fornt B: g x g ----> 1K given by 
B (X , Y) = Tr(ad(X) o ad(Y)) 
is ca lled the Killing form . The Killing form can be used to test for th e semi-simpli city of a Lie 
algebra by the following theroem: 
Th eorem 1: A Lie algebra g is 
(1.2) 
(13) 
semi-simple if and on ly if B is non-d egenerat e, 
simple if and only if ad( g) is irredu cible. 
Proof: For a pro of of (1.2), see [5, Sec 14.2]. For th e necessa ry condition of (1.3) one need only 
uote th at acl(g) irr educ ible impli es that g has no proper , non-trivial ideals. To check sufficiency, 
suppo se th at W c g is ad invariant . Then [W, WJ C W so W is a suba lgebra of g and in fact , 
[vii, g] c W so W is an ideal in g. D 
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Th ese cond it ions provide a conven ient computat iona l met hod to check the semi-s imp licity or the 
simp licity of a given Lie algebra. V/e' II later check that s[2JK is s imple using th ese cr iterion. 
One final note on representations that will be used short ly (to prov e the simplicity of s l2IK) is 
the followi11g theorem , taken from [l , Ch 12.4]. 
Theorem 2: Any finite dimensiona l repres entation V (over JK) of a semi-simple Lie algebra (over IK) 
is a direct sum of irr edu cible repr esentation s, that is 
V = EB Vi, 
i=l 
where n is th e numb er of irredu cible subrepresentatio lls V;. This sum is unique up to permutation 
of order. 
Rema rk: Ab o, any fi1iitc dimensional complex repres entation of t he Lie algebra sl2 1R is simi larly 
red ucible, see [4, Ch 12]. Th e proof of this for comp lex representations of sl 2IK is cont ained in 
appe1 1dix A. 
1.3 The Simple Lie Algebras s[2IK 
The Lie algebra sl2IK cll.n be defined as t he thre e dimensional vecto r space (over IK) with 
basis {e1 ,e2,e3 } and, using the afore mention ed metl1od for disp laying (1.1) , with the Lie bracket 
multiplication table: 
e1 e2 e3 
- - -- - - -- - - --
(1.4) e1 0 - 2e1 e2 
e2 2e1 0 -2e3 
e3 -e2 2e3 0 
To verify that t his multiplicatio11 table actually defin es a Lie algebra, one only need check the Ja cob i 
identity, as skew-symmetry is apparent from the multiplication table. 
The Lie algebra sl2 IK can also be described as the Lie algebra of IK-linea r combination s of 2 x 
2 trace-fre e matri ces , where [,] is th e matrix commutator. A basis choice that yields (1.4) is 
( 1.5) 
To avoid ambiguity, we wi ll refer to the Lie a lgebra generated by (1.5) not as s l2IK but as the 
standard rep resentatio n of s[2 IK. 
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We will use (1.2) and (1.3) to show that s[2IK is a simple Lie algebra . We calcu late 
ad(,,)~ [l -2 OJ 0 1 , 
0 0 
Therefore , the mat rix representation of the Killin g form for s[2JK in the basis { e1 , c2, c3} is 
(1.6) 0 4] 8 0 
0 0 
Since det (K) = - 128, s[2IK is at least semi-simp le. Now suppose that ad(s [21K) has a one dimensional 
subr epresentation , say the span of a vector v. Then ad(e;)(v) = .>-;v for i = 1..3. But then v = 0 and 
so ad (sf2IK) has no one dimensional subr epresentations. Suppo se ad (s[2JK) has a two dimensional 
subreprese 11tation, W. Then th ere must exist, by theorem 2, a one dimensional subr epresentatio n 
cornplementary to W. Thu s , ad(s [2JK) is irredu cible and th erefore sl21K is simple . 
Now supp ose that g C g[(\/) and we know that g ~ s[2JK, for example by comput ing its Killing 
form. Let {3 = {E1 , E2, E3} C gl(V) be a bas is for g. Since g ~ s[2JK, we show how to make a change 
of basis from f3 to { X , H , Y} such that X , H , and Y sat isfy th e same bracket relat ions as (1.5) , that 
is 
(1.7) [H ,X] = 2X , [H , Y] = - 2Y, [X, Y] = H 
1.3.1 A Preferred Basis for s [2(C 
We first addr ess the issue of finding this preferr ed has is for s[2C from a given basis { E 1 , E2 , E 3 }. 
We claim that it is pos sible to find an eleme nt Z E s[2(C such that ad(Z) has non zero eigenva lues. 
Observe th e following identity for any Z E s[2IK: B(Z , Z) = f >-; wher e th e .>-; are th e eigenvalues 
i=I 
of ad (Z). Th e {>-;} = {O, a, -a } CC as ad(Z)Z = 0 = tr (ad (Z)) , see [5, Sec 10.4]. We th erefore 
conside r two cases . 
Case 1: If one of the E; has th e prop erty that B(E ;, E;) =f. 0 then a =f. 0 and so set Z = E, . 
Case 2: If B(E ;, E;) = 0 for all i then setting Z = E; + EJ yie lds B (Z, Z) =f. O when i =f. j. 
Either way, choose an element Z E sl2C such that ad(Z) has nonz ero eigenva lues and let this 
element be our II. Then choo se X E s[2C to be an eigenvector for ad( H ) with eigenvalue a and 
choose Y E s[2C to be an eigenvector for ad( H ) with eigenvalue -a. We then have th e bracket 
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relat ions [TT, X] = a X and [H , Y] = -a :Y. Some sca ling of X , H , and Y may be requir ed to get 
( l. 7). From the bra cket relation s 
[H , X) = oX, [H , Y] = -o Y, [X, Y ) = /3H 
simpl y sca ling X by ¾, Y by b, and H by ¾ will p rod uce a basis for g C gf(V) th at has the bra cket 
relations (1.7). An exp licit examp le of this pro cedure will be given in equat ion (3.2). 
The span of H in sf2C is called a Cart an subal gebra of sf2C. Though usuall y mor e complicated 
than in th e present case, each semi-simpl e Lie a lgebr a ha s a Cartan subalgebra (an abelian 
subalgebra for which ad acts diagonally). 
1.3.2 A Preferred Basis for sf2IR 
We wish to now find a sim ilar basis for a real represent,at ion of sf2 IR from a giveu basis 
{ E1, E2. £3}. Unfortunate ly, since th e eigenvalues of the adjoi nt representat ion of an element 
Z E 5f2IR are not necessa rily real, our pr evious met hod will not suffice. We cla im that it is possib le 
to hml c1 li11c..:ar c0111lii11aLion Z = L o;E; so that ad(Z) will have rea l eigenva lues. Once th is Z is 
found, let H = Z and the n choose X and Y as befor e. 
Reca ll the identity B (Z, Z) = I:>..; where the A; = {O, et, -o } are th e eigenvalu es of ad(Z) 
i=l 
If B(Z, Z) > 0 then we would have that et E IR. 
From (1.6), we sec that the Killing form has rank 3. Since det(K) < 0 th e Killing form has 
sig11at ur e + l. Since B has signat ur e + 1, there exists Z E s( 2 1R such that B(Z, Z) > 0. To find such 
a Z, we consider thr ee cases. 
Case 1: If B(E;, E;) > 0 for some i then let Z = E;. 
Case 2: If two of th e B(E ;, E;) < 0, say for i E { 1, 2}, then use the Gram-Schmidt ort hogona lizatio n 
pro ced ure to choose Z = E2 - ~/~::~:)£1 Then B(Z , Z) > 0. 
Case 3: If two of t he B(E;, E;) = 0, say for i E {l , 2}, t hen note that B(E 1 , £ 2 ) =f. 0. If B(E 1, E2) > 
0 th en not e that Z = E 1 + E2 yields B(Z , Z) > 0. If B(E 1 , E2) < 0 then let Z = E 1 - E2 to get 
B(Z. Z) > 0. 
Depending on our basi s { £ 1, E2, E3 } we compute Z according to one of th ese cases so that B( Z, Z) > 
0 and then let H = Z. 
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CHAPTER 2 
IRREDU CIBLE REPRESENTATIO NS OF sf2IK 
In th e prev ious chapter we showed , given s[2 JK C g[(V), how to find a bas is {X , H, Y} for 
sf2IK t hat sat isfies (1.7). ·w e now consider a fund amenta l th eorem from [l , Ch 13] which prov ides a 
preferred bas is for an irreducibl e repres ent ation space V (over IK) of s[2 K Imm ediat ely, th e existence 
of thi s bas is pro vides a proof that th e irredu cible repr esent ation s ar e isomorphi c to Syn/ JK2 , see 
th eorem 4 and app endix A. Th e proof of thi s fund ament al th eorem , which is a lso given , a llows 
us to dedu ce coroll a ries 1, 2, 3, and 4 whi ch we will sub sequ entl y use in th e deve lopm ent of an 
a.lgori t hm t hat first decomp oses a given represent at ion of s[2 JK int o irr edu cibles and then ident ifies 
t hose irredu cible subr epr esent ations. 
Th eorem 3: Let g be an abstract Lie algebra over a field 1K. with bas is {c1,c2,c 3 } where 
so t hat g == s[ 2!K. For any positi ve i11tege r n 2'. 2 define a linea r map p : g g[( n, IK) by settin g 
n- 1 0 0 
0 n - 3 0 
0 0 71 - 5 0 
p(e2) = H = 
0 3 - n 0 
0 1 - 7! 
0 n- l 0 
0 0 n - 2 
0 0 0 0 
p(e 1) = X = 
0 0 2 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 2 0 0 
p(e3) = Y = 
0 0 0 0 
n - 2 0 0 
0 n - 1 0 
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Thell p is an irr edu cibl e repr esentatioll of g. Converse ly, given any finit e dim ensio na.l irr ed ucible 
repr ese nt atio n p: g --> g[(V), there ex ists a ba sis for V so that the matri x repr esentation s of ff , X , 
aud Y are precisely tho se abov e with n being th e dimension of V. 
Proof A straightforward matrix computation shows that [H, X ] = 2X , [ff , YJ = -2Y , and 
[X. Y] = l-1. Therefore p is a repres ent at ion of g. To show that p(g) ac ts irr ed ucibly on the n-
dirnensional vector space V of column vectors we first cons ider the usua l basis for V. Thu s Ek is 
n 
th e vec tor with a 1 in th e kth row and zeros elsew here. Let E = L akEk (ak E IK) be any non zero 
k=l 
vector in V. We mu st show that any subspace of V containing E which is invariant und er p(g) mu st 
be equal to V it se lf. Suppose ak = 0 for 1 -::; k < m -::; n but am =/-0. Th en noti ce if m =/-n that 
n-1 n-1 
YE= L kakEk +i = L kakEk+i 
k=l k=m 
so y n-m P, = m(m + 1) - - - (n - l )arn En- Thus any llOntri via l invariant subspac e of V conta ins En. 
However, XkEn = k 1En - k so any illvari ant sub space contain s a ll the vectors in th e ba sis of V and 
mu st be V it se lf. vVc have showll t hat pis a ll irred11r.ihle repre sentation of g and will now show that 
thes e arc th e only poss ible finit e dimension al irr educib le repr esentations. 
Conv erse ly, give n a ll irredu cible repr ese llt at ion p, we first claim th at there ex ists a 11011-zero 
vec tor Z E V with l l Z = aZ for some o =I-0 and X Z = 0. So first assume 1K is a lgebra ica lly closed 
so t hat ff has an eigenvecto r , say ffW = bW. '0le will see shortl y that b must be an integ er so at 
that point we no long er need the assumption of algebraic closure 1 . If XW = 0, we are finish ed with 
Z = W. Oth erwise let W2 = XW and notic e that 
HW 2 = HXvV 
= ([H , X) + XH)W 
=2XW+bXW 
=(b+2)vV2. 
If Xll/2 =I-0, set 1\/3 = XW 2 and comput e that ffW 3 = (b+4)W3. In thi s way we obtain a seq uence 
1\1, \112, vi ·3, ... o f eige nvec tor s of ff each with a differe nt eigenvalue so the vectors of this seq uence 
1 Emp hasis added 
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are linea rly ind epend ent . Since Vis finite dimensional the re ca n be only a. finite numb er of vectors 
in this sequence; that is, XW1,; = 0 for some k and Z = Wk is the vector desired. 
Let U1 be the vector Z as constru cted in the previous par agra ph so HU 1 = aU1 and XU1 = 0. 
For each positive integer k define Uk = yk - 1Ui/(k - l )! = YUk -i/( k - 1). As in the previous 
paragraph it is easy to verify that HU,, = (a - 2k + 2)Uk so only a finite number of t he Uk's are 
nonzero. C hoose n so that U11 is the last nonzero vector in the sequence. The U1, U2, ... Un form 
a basis for V sinc e th e following t hree formulas show that the subspace spa nn ed by these vectors is 
invariant under H , Y , and X 
(2.1) 
HUk = (a - 2k + 2)Uk, 
YUk = kUk+1 
XUk = (a - k + 2)Uk-1 
for 1 :S k < n, YU 11 = 0, 
for 2 :S k :Sn, XU 1 = 0. 
\Ve 111usl st ill µrove t he last fonr 1ula .. However, first 110Lice t !ta.t the forn1uh1s precisel y coincide with 
the lllat rix entries we are inter est.er! in if u = 11 - 1 To prove the formula for X noti ce that 
XU2 = XYU1 
= (H + V X)U1 
Now proceed by mathemat ica l induction and assume the result for k - l. Then 
(k - l)XUk = XYUk - 1 
= (H + V X)Uk - 1 
= (a - 2k + 4)Uk- J + (k - 2)(a - k + 3)Uk- L 
= (k - l )(a - k + 2)Uk-l· 
The desired formula now follows. Finally , to show that a = n - l noti ce that the matrix for /-I has 
trace O so a+ (a - 2) + (a - 4) +···+(a - 2n + 2) = 0 = na - n(n - 1). D 
The following theorem compl etes the theo ret ica l class ificat ion of representat ions ( over !K) of 
sl21K. Th e proof will be deferr ed until appendix A. 
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Theorem 4: Let V be any irr educible representation ( over IK) of .s[2 1K. Th en \/ is isomorphi c to 
Syrnk!K2 , for some k . 
Th e interested rea der ma y cousu lt [4, Ch 12] to see that in fact , any irr educibl e compl ex repr e-
seJ1tatio n of .s[2 !R is isomorphi c to Symk ([ 2 for some k. 
The ca lculation s in the proof of theor em 3 and the expli cit form given for th e linear tran sforma-
tion s H , X , and Y in irr educibl e repres entations leads us to some easy conseq uen ces of th eorem 3 
for redu cible representations. 
Corollary 1: Let g C g[( \/) be a finit e dim ensional representation of .s[2 1K and let {X, H , Y} be the 
sta nd ard basis for g sa ti sfy ing (l. 7). Let 
(2.2 ) \I = Vi EB Vi EB · · · EB Vn 
be th e decompos ition of V into irr edu cibles by th eorem 2. Th en 
l. n = Nu llity(X ) = Nu llity( Y) and 
2. n = Nul lity(H) + Nullit y( H - I) 
Cla im 2 is equi va lent to th e statement that the numb er of irr ed ucibl e subr epr ese nt a tion s of V is 
eq ua l to th e sum of th e dimensions of the O and 1 eigenspa ces of H. 
Proof For eac h irr educibl e in (2.2) , define dim(\/;) = di and th en let fli = {v{}J~ 1 be th e 
pr eferred ba sis for Vi found in th eorem 3. Denot e by H i , X i, and y i the linea r transformations 
on Vi sati sfy ing (1.7), in the ba sis (J;. Th en the linea r transformation H on \/ has the following 
form : From 1 to di , Hkl = HL, from d1 + 1 to d2, Hkl = HI1, .. . , from dn- 1 + l to dn, Hkl = Hf:1, 
with O's elsewh ere . Sirnilar statements hold for X with the Xi 's and for Y with th e r 's. Note 
t hat the las t (res pe ct ively 1st) row of X (respecti ve ly Y) is entir ely compo sed of O's , as is eac h d; 
(resp ectiv ely d; + l ) row , thus pro ving claim 1. To prove c laim 2 , obs erve that since eac h H i is 
diagonal, H is diagonal. Thus , the eigenvalu es of H are the eigenva lues of a ll th e J-Ji's, including 
alg ebraic multiplicity The eigenvalues of eac h H i form an arithmetic sequence t ha t is symmetric 
about the or igin, differin g by 2. Thus , an irr ed ucibl e repr esent.at.io n h;i.s exac tly one occ ur cncc of 
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eith er th e eigenvalue O or th e eigenvalu e 1. Th erefore, H will hav e an eigenvalu e of 1 for each even 
dimensiona l irr edu cible subr epr esenta tion and an eigenva lue of O for each odd dim ensiona l irreducible 
subr epr esentation. D 
Coro llary 2: Aga i11 let g c g[(V) be a fini te dim ensional repr esent ati on of s[2JK and let {X , H , Y} 
be th e st and ard basis for g sati sfying (1.7). Th en th ere exists a ba sis fl' for ker (X ) consistin g of 
eigenvectors of H. 
Proof Th e following calcul ation show that ker (X ) is an H invariant sub space : X (H)(v) = 
H (X )(v) - 2X( v). Th erefore, sinc e H is diagonali zable by corollar y 1, H restri ct ed to ker (X) is 
diagonalizable. D 
Coro llary 3: If u is an eigenvector for H and X (u) = 0 (respectively Y (v) = 0), th en th e Y (respec-
t ively X ) cyclic subspace generat ed by v, namely { v , Y( v) , . . . } (respecti vely { v, X ( v ), . . } ) , spans 
ai1 irredu cible subr epr esent ation . 
Proof Equ ations (2.1) show th at th e subspace {v. Y (v) , .. . } is s[2 JK invari ant . D 
Coro llary 4: Let (31 = { vi} ~ 1 be th e basis for ker (X ) consistin g of eigenvectors of H whose existence 




Proof By coroll ary 3 each V; is irr edu cible. Furthermor e, since each V; is s[ 2IK invariant we 
have that Vin V1 is sl 2IK invariant . Th e only sub spaces of an irr educibl e repr esentation ar e th e zero 
sub space and th e entir e spac e . So either Vin V1 = Vi = V1 or Vin V1 = {O}. If Vi = V1 then v; = v1. 
Th e vectors in (31 are linearl y ind ependent so thi s yields i = j. Hence, any sum of th e Vi's will be 
dir ect . Now we show th at th e sum of th e Vi's span s V . Suppo se ther e exist s a sub space W C V such 
n 
th at V = e Vi EB W . By th eorem 2, W must be a dir ect sum of irredu cibles and so s[2 JK invariant. i= l 
Th ere exists a basis for v\l consi sting of eigenvector s of H . Thus , the kernel of X restrict ed to W 
must be non-trivial , as v an eigenvector for H with eigenvalu e a impli es X ( v) an eigenvector for H 
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with eigenva lue a+ 2. So, let,' be a basis for ker(X)lw consisting of eigenvecto rs of H. Then a 
basis for HI is given by LJ Yk (,') which means that W c ffi V;. D 
i=l 
Remark: Si11ce H is diagoualizable over IR it is certa in ly dia gona lizable over C Thus , th eorem 3 




From a theoretical point of view, th eorems 2 and 4 completely classify the complex represen-
tations of s[2 C and th e real and compl ex represe ntati ons of s[ 2 IR, a.t least in t he finile dimensional 
cases. Here we are int erested in the practical matt er of explicitly decomposing such a representation 
of one of these Lie algebras. The results of the pr evious chapters allow us to construct an algorithm 
to implem ent this decomposition. The Maple program later included in this chapter utiliz es this 
algorithm to automate the decompo sition process. 
3.1 The Decompo sition Algorithm 
Given linear tra11sformations E 1 , E 2 , and E3 of gl(V) suc h that span { E 1 , £ 2 , £ 3 } ~ sf 2 K 
St ep 1. Find th e basi s (1.7) as described in sections 1.3.1 and 1.3.2. 
Step 2. Find (3 = {v1, ... ,v 11 } , a basis for ker (X). Dy coro llary 1, the number of irr educible 
su!Jrepr esentation s is n, the dim ension of ker(X). 
Step 3. Compute a basis, (3' , for ker (X) consisting of eigenvectors of H , see corollary 2. 
St ep 4. Find th e Y cycl ic subspaces generated b:v each element of (31 , per coro llary 3. 
Remark: Whil e Y applied to a vector in th e °' eigenspace of H does produce a vector 
in the °' - 2 eigenspace of H , it also scales it as seen in the formulas (2. 1). To 
produce the cor rect matrix in step 6, this scaling must be undon e, see section 
3.2. 
St ep 5. Id ent ify tlie irred ucible subrepresentations (up to isomorphi sm with Syrnk!K2 ) by com-
puting the dimension of each Y cyclic subspace and subtracting 1 to find k , a resu lt of 
the proof of theorem 3. 
Step 6. Find the change of basis matrix Q, whose existence is a consequence of theorem 3. The 
co lumn s of Q will be t he vectors in the Y cyclic subspaces computed in step 4. The Y 
cyclic subspaces are unique up to the choice of the basis (31• Therefor e, the direct sum 
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of the irreduc ibles is uniqu e up to permutation of order. The Ma ple pro gra m will follow 
the convent ion of sorting th e irr edu cibles by increas ing dimen sion. 
Step 7. Compute the normal forms Q- 1XQ, Q- 1HQ, Q - 1YQ to complete th e decompo sit ion. 
Ther e are ot her, more obvious a lgorithm s that could be used to compute thi s decomposition. To 
complete step 1, the eigenvectors for the matrix representation of the Killing form could be found 
and then an eigenvector with positi ve eigenvalue be chosen as th e H in (1.7). Proceeding in th is 
manner eliminates the need for the different cases covered in sect ions 1.3.1 and 1.3.2. Expe rience 
has show n, however, that such a course often leads to a very compli cated matrix representation 
of ad( H ), one whose eigenvectors are very time consuming to compute. Step 3 could be sk ipped 
entir ely, as all th e eige11vectors of the linear tra nsformation H cou ld be computed and the irr eciucibles 
ide11Lifieci by generating t he Y cyc lic subspaces of each eigenvector wit h the maximum eigenvalue in 
each sequence of r igenval11es. Unfort 11nately, th is is also computationally very difficult, espec ially if 
the dimens ion of H is large. By rest rict ing H to ker (X) the characte ristic polynomial that must be 
solved is reduced i11 cicgree from the dimension of H to the dimension of ker(X). 
3.2 Au Example 
An explicit example of th e full decomposition is now given. Consider the following ca nciidates 
for a representation basis: E1, E2, E3 = 
3 3 l 3 5 7 5 3 5 5 I 7 I 7 11 
- 4 2 2 - 2 4 -8 4 4 - 4 8 -8 4 4 -4 8 
23 5 7 15 19 15 5 7 17 5 11 I 3 11 7 16 -8 -8 -8 16 -16 8 8 -8 16 8 -4 -4 -4 8 
17 I 5 3 19 11 9 3 5 9 27 I 11 13 41 
-8 -4 4 - 4 8 -16 8 8 -8 16 -16 8 8 -8 16 
15 5 7 I 5 15 19 7 1 21 3 3 l I 1 
-16 8 8 -8 16 16 8 -8 8 -16 4 2 -2 -2 -4 
I 3 1 3 l I 3 l 1 1 3 2 - 1 - 1 I 4 2 2 -2 4 -4 2 -2 -2 -4 2 -2 
It can be verified that th is basis generates a Lie algebra isomorphi c to s[2 1K even though it does not 
satisfy th e properties liste d in (1.7). It is not at all clear whet her this representation is irreducible 
or not. By simp ly count ing the d imension , 5, we see that it cou ld be the irreducibl e representation 
built on 4th ord er symmetr ic tensors. However , it could also be a direct sum of Syrn!K2 and Sym 2IK2 
or a direct sum involving some factors of Sym 0 JK2 . Some ca lculations tell us that 
ad(E1) = r : : : j 
0 -5 -3 
which has eige nvalues and eigenvecto rs 
and - 2 for 
Thus , we de fine 
(3.1) 
vVc now have t he following commutato r bracket relations: 
(3.2 ) [H , X] = 2X. [H , Y] = -2Y , 
We sca le Y by ¾ to make (3 .2) identi ca l to (1.7). 
4 [X,Y] = 5H 
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ow that we have a basis sat isfying (1.7), we can begin the process of decompos iti on. From 
(3. L) we comp ute 
3 
- 1 - 1 1 l 2 - 2 
7 l 3 5 5 8 - 4 - 4 4 -8 
X= 9 3 I l 3 8 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 8 
3 3 I l 3 
4 -2 - 2 -2 4 
3 
- 1 - 1 1 1 2 -2 
and so a basis for ker( X) is 
1 0 
1 - 1 
{3={ 0 2 } 
0 1 
1 0 
The fact that ker ( X) is 2 dimensional tells us that we have a redu cible repr esent at ion. We now use 
these vectors to produ ce the change of bas is matrix Q. Appl y ing J-f to eac h vector in /3 and writin g 
the result in terms of f3 gives us J-f restricted to ker(X) , which in thi s case is 
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Computin g th e eigenvectors of t his restri ct ed H will a llow us to form our ba sis, /3', for ker (X ) 
cousist ing of eigenvecto rs of H . Th e eigenvec tor s of th e restri cted H are 
Thu s, we have 
1 0 1 2 
1 1 -1 1 1 
/3' = { 0 12. 0 + 2 }={ 0 2 } = {v1,v2}. 
0 0 1 0 1 
1 J 1 0 1 2 
T hen we procee d by apply ing Y repeat ed ly to th e vecto rs in /3' and sca ling th em as me11t ioned in 
step 4. \/Ve so rt th ese Y cyc lic sub spa ces by incr eas ing ord er of dimen sion before augmentin g. 
2 2 2 2 
1 I 1 1 
{ V2 , y ( V2)} = { - 2 }~ -2 2 2 2 2 
1 1 1 2 2 
2 0 2 0 
1 2 3 2 3 4 4 
1 1 3 l 1 3 -4 
- 4 
1 
Y 2(v1)} = { }~ {v1. Y (v1), 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 2 1 0 2 l 2 2 
1 2 3 1 2 3 4 4 
T hen we augment t hese matri ces t o get 
2 2 2 3 4 
1 1 1 1 3 
- 2 -4 
Q= 2 2 0 0 
1 1 0 2 I 2 2 
2 0 1 2 3 4 
It is th en easy to verify th at 
Q- 'xQ ~ l J 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 q - 1HQ = 0 0 2 0 0 Q - lyQ = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 0 2 0 
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from which it is obvious that our or iginal repre sent ation is isomorphi c to a direct sum of Syrn!K2 
a11d Sym 2 IK2 . 
It is 11ot hard to see th at as the numb er of irr edu cible subr epr esentation s increases, or if the 
dimension a subr epresentat io11 is large, the ca lculat ions quickl y becom e cumb ersome. Thi s is the 
rnotivat ion for the Maple pro gra m that is included - to autom ate th ese calculati ons so th at decom-
posing a given repr esenta tion , even a very large one, is nea rly painless. Th e actual code of the Maple 
pro gra m follows below, with com ment s to explain it . 
3 3 Th e Mapl e Code 
The first sect ion d isplayed simply accepts a represent a tion , p, of .s[2 1K as inp ut, defines loca l 
var iables that will be used throughout the pro gra rn, and loads auxili ary packages th at will be used. 
Fixs l2Repre sentation := proc(rho, {replist := true, newrep := false , Li e _alg ebra_basis 
:= false, vector_space_basis := false, real := false, canonical_basis := 1}) 
uses DifferentialGeometry, Tools, LieAlgebras, LieAlgebraRepresentati ons : 
l oca l fr, in itial_list, good_input, a, Hadjoint, Evals, Evects, H, i, alpha, 
X, Y, scalel, scale2 , domainbasis, test_input, change_input, numneg, j, good _indices, k, 
El, E2, E3, kerX, r est rictH, m, Hrestrictval, Hrestrictvect, kerXandeigenH, n , Ycycli c, 
p, x, newx, q, r, s, t, sorte r, subQ, u, Q, R, fixedbasis, newrho , v, list_of_reps: 
Now the code finds the basis eleme nt H i11 ( 1.7) by using th e pro cedur e outlin ed for .sl21C in section 
1.3. l if t he ' rea l' opt ion is not used. Thi s sect ion of the code also finds !-! for .sl2IR if t here are 
indetermina nts in th e repr esent at ion regard less of th e use of th e keyword 'rea l'. Th is is because 
i11dete rmin a11ts in th e represent at ion can lead to indeter min ant s in th e Killin g form and th e pro cedur e 
in sectio n 1.3.2 requir es that th e signurn of th e Killin g form eva luat ed on a vector be known . 
fr := DGi nfo (DGinfo (rho, "Domainframe"), "FrameBaseVectors"): 
ini t ial_li st : = indets( [seq( Appl yRepresentation(rho, fr[il]), il 
good_input : = false: 
if real= false or initial list<>{} then 
f or a to nops(fr) do 
1 .. nops (fr )) ]): 
if LieAlgebras:-Killing(fr[a], fr[a] ) <> 0 then 
good_ inpu t := true: 




if good_input = false then 




Now, if th ere are no ind eterminants i11 th e repres entation a11d th e 'rea l' opt ion was used, t he code 
finds the basis eleme nt H using th e pro cedur e out lined in sect ion 1.3.2. Since a vector with positive 
length (with respect to t he Killin g fon11) mu st be found , mor e cases must be considered. 
if real = true and initial_list ={}then 
test_input := Array(1 . . nops (fr)): 
change_ in put ·= Array(1 .. nops(fr)): 
nunmeg := 0: 
good_ indi ces := {} : 
for j to nops(fr) do 
test_input [j J : = LieAlgebras: -Killing (fr [j] , fr [j J ) : 
if test _input[j] > 0 then 
H := evalDG(fr[j]): 
good_input ·= true: 
break 
fi: 
if test_input[j] < 0 then 
change_input [j] : = fr[j J : 
numneg := numneg + 1 else 
change_input [j] 0 
fi : 





good_indices union {j} 
false and numneg >= 2 then 
change_input := convert(change_input, set) minus {0}: 
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H := eva1DG(change_input[2] - LieAlgebras:-Killing(change_input[2], 
change _input[l] )/ LieAlgebras:-Killing(change_input[1], change_input[l])*change_input[l]) 
fi : 
if good_input = false and numneg < 2 then 
if LieAlgebras:-Killing(fr[good_indices[l]], fr[good_indices[2]]) > 0 then 
H eva1DG(fr[good_indices[1]] + fr[good _indices[2]]) else 




Now the basis vectors X and Y are comput ed as eigenvector s of ad(H). Thi s basis {X , H , Y} is then 
sca led to get th e Lie bracket relat ions (1.7). Then , th e image of this bas is und er p is comput ed. 




simplify( Evals), simplify(Evects): 
for i to LinearAlgebra[Dimension](Evals) do 
if Evals[i] <> 0 then 
alpha:= Evals[i]: 




member(simplify(- alpha), convert(Evals, list), 'alpha2'): 
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Y : = evalDG (DGzip ( con vert (Linear Algebra [Column] (Evects, alpha2) , list) , fr, "plus")) : 
scale1 simplify(GetComponents(LieBracket(H, Y), [X, H, Y])) : 
scale2 simplify(GetComponents(LieBracket(X, Y), [X, H, Y])): 
Y eva1DG(1/scale2[2]*Y): 
H evalDG(- 2/scale1[3]*H): 
X evalDG(- 2/scale1[3]*X): 
if Lie_algebra_basis = true then 
domainbasis := LinearAlgebra[Transp ose] (Matrix([Vector[column](GetComponents(X, fr)), 
Vecto r[column](GetComponents(H, fr)), Vector[column] (GetComponents(Y, fr))] )) else 
domainbasis NULL 
fi: 
El, E2, E3 := X, H, Y: 
X, H, Y ApplyRepresentati on( rh o, X), Appl yRepresentation(rh o , H), 
ApplyRepre s entation(rho, Y): 
T he next sect ion of code begins the act ual work of decomposing the representatio n that has, 
by this point , been given an appropriate ba sis. First a basis for ker(X) is computed and th en 
I-! is restr icted to ker(X). The linear transformation Y is appli ed repea t ed ly to th ese 'maxi-
mum ' eigenvector s, sweeping out th e various irredu cible repr esentation s pr esent . Th ese vector s 
V,nax, Y (vmax) , Y 2(vmax), ... , Y k(Vmax) are then gathered in lists to which th e sca li11g menti oned 
in step 1 is appli ed. Not ice that two different scaling algorithms are available to t he user. Th e 
second generates pr ecisely tho se matri ces for X , I-! , and Y shown in theorem 3, while the first pro-
duces normal forms th at are mor e consistent with other Mapl e proc edur es that handl e Lie algebra 
rep resent atio ns. 
kerX : = simplify(convert(LinearAlgebra[NullSpace](X), list)): 
restrictH : = Array ( 1 .. nops (kerX)) : 
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form to nops(kerX) do 




LinearAlgebra[Eigenvectors] (Matrix(convert(restrictH, list))): 
simplify(Hrestrictval), simplify(Hrestrictvect): 
kerXandeigenH := []: 
for n to nops(kerX) do 
kerXandeigenH := [op(kerXandeigenH), simplify(add(LinearAlgebra[Column] 
(Hrestrictvect, n)[o]*kerX[o], o = 1 .. LinearAlgebra[RowDimension] (Hrestrictvect))) ] 
od: 
Ycyclic := Array(1 .. nops(kerX)): 
for p to nops(kerXandeigenH) do 
x := kerXandeigenH[p]: 
newx := x: 
while LinearAlgebra[Equal] (newx, Vector[column] 
(LinearAlgebra[RowDimension] (X), fill= 0)) = false do 
newx := simplify(Y.x): 
Ycyclic [p] 
x := newx 
od: 
od: 
[op (Ycyc lic[p]), newx]: 
Ycyclic := convert(Ycyclic, list): 
for q to nops(Ycyclic) do 
Ycyclic[q] Ycyclic[q, 2 .. - 2] 
od: 
for r to nops(Ycyclic) do 
Ycyclic[r] [kerXandeigenH[r], op(Ycyclic[r] )] 
od: 
if canonical_basis = 1 then 
f or s to nops(Ycyclic) do 
fort from 2 to nops(Ycyclic[s]) do 
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if canonical basis= 2 then 
for s to nops(Ycyclic) do 
fort fr om 2 to nops(Ycyclic[s]) do 




Fin a lly, th ese collect io11s of newly sca led vec tor s are count ed to det ermin e t he dim ension of each 
irreducible, sort ed by increas i11g order of dimension , and augme11ted to form t he chang e of basis 
matr ix Q. Several options are ava ilable to the user to dete rmin e the pr ecise output of the program 
including: a list of int egers rep resentin g the dimension of the symm et ric tensor repr esentation s 
isomorp hic to the irr edncibles , a 'fixed' represe ntat ion where t he vecto r space change of basis matrix 
ha s been applied, t he vector space chang e of ba sis matrix , and a matrix repr esentin g a new basis for 
th e Lie a lgebra . A subset of the se (de pending on th e opt ions chosen) is returned and t he program 
t hen term inates. 
if newrep = true or vector_space_basis 
sorter := proc(x, y) 






Ycyclic ·= sort(Ycyclic, sorter): 
subQ := Array(1 .. nops(Ycyclic)): 




Q := simplify(Matrix(convert(subQ, list))) 
fi: 
if newrep = true then 
R := simplify(Q-(- 1)): 
fixedbasis := LieAlgebraData([E1, E2, E3], good_sl2_basis): 
DGsetup(fixedbasis): 
newrho := Representation(good_sl2_basis, DGinfo(rho, "RangeFrame"), 
[simplify(R.X.Q), simplify(R.H .Q), simplify(R.Y.Q)]) else 
newrho NULL 
fi: 
if vector_space _basis 
Q Q else 
Q NULL 
fi : 
if replist true then 
list_of _reps : = [] : 
true then 




[op(list_of_reps), nops(Ycyclic[v]) - 1) 
sort(list_of_reps) else 
list_of_reps ·= NULL 
fi: 
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APPENDICES 
Proofs of Theorems 2 and 4 
Theorem 2 [4, Ch 12] 
APPE NDIX A 
SUPPLEMENTARY MATER IAL 
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Pmof Let W be a g-modul e (a repr esentation of g). If W is zero or irreducible , there is not hing 
to check. Otherwise, let V be a prop er non zero submod ule (a subr epr esentation of g) alld let 
Q = W/ V. vVe have an exact seq uence 
and by indu ct ion on d im(W) both V and Q decompose as direct sum s of irr educible submodules. 
Compos iti on with th ese maps produ ces an exact sequence 1 
0 --, Hom (Q, V) 0 -, Hom(Q, W )0 -, Hom(Q, Q)0 --, 0. 
ThP surj Pct ivity of th e map 1-Iom(Q , W) 9 -, Holll(Q, Q) 0 means that there is a map i: Q , II' 
whose composit ion poi with the projection p: W -, Q is th e ident ity map on Q. 
Now V and i(Q) are subm od ules of IV such that V n i(Q) = {O} and vii = V + i(Q). Ind eed, 
if x E V n i(Q), then p(x) = 0 since p(V) = {O}, and writing x = i(q) with q E Q, we have 
q = (poi)(q) = p(x) - O; so x = 0 and if w E vii we can wr ite w = v + q, where v = w - ip(w) and 
q = ip(w) and, since p (v) = p(w) - p (w) = 0, v E kerp = \I alld q E i(Q). 
We see that W = V EB i( Q), and since V and Q are direct sum s of irr ed ucibl e submodu les, so is 
W. D 
Theorem 4 
Proof Let {x,y} be th e standard representation of s[ 2 JK on V = JK2 . Then X (x) = 0. Since th e 
nt h symm et ric power Symnv of V has basis {.1:n, :r"- 1y, . .. , y"} we have that spa n{ :i:"} = ker(X). 
Th en coro llary 1 of theorem 3 gives us that our representation is irreducible , since ker(X ) is one 
dimensional. D 
1 T his requir es another th eo rem in [4, Ch 12], one which requir es g isomorphic to s!2 1R, sl 2 1C, or so3 1R. 
The result holds for a11y sem i-simpl e Lie algebra though , as th e int erested reade r ma y find in [5, App CJ. 
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Remark: Note that with th e basis 
ek= G)xn-kl , 0 :S:k:S:n 
the matrix repre seatations of X , H , and Y take pr ecisely the form in theorem 3, but wit h dim ension 
n + 1, since 
Y(ek) = (k + l )ek+t, 0 :S: k :S: n - 1 
Xh)=(n - k+l) ek- 1, l :S:k :S:n. 
APPE NDIX B 
ADDITIO NAL MAPLE CODE 
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In t he constru cti on and t estin g of th e Fixs l2Repr esent ation pro cedur e several oth er program s 
were writt en by th e auth or to facilit ate th e end eavor. Some of th ese are no longer necessa ry as mor e 
genera lized and robu st versions were writt eu by Dr. Ian And erson and app ea r in Mapl e 11, and some 
were mod ified and t heir essent ial pa rts includ ed in the final construct ion of Fixs l2RepresentaLion. It 
may be useful to th e interested reader , however , to have th e code for one pro cedur es th at does not 
app ea r in Maple 11 and whose stru ctur e is general enough to allow comput ation s on repr esenta tion s 
of semi-simpl e Lie a lgebra s oth er than s{2 1K. 
B .l Invariant Compl ement 
Given a representa tion p and an invariant sub space S, a procedur e t o colllpu te a basis for a 
subspace c0111plernent ary to S and invariant unde r p. Thi s compl ement ary sub space is guaran teed 
to exist by [5, App CJ 
FindinvariantComplement proc(rh o , S) 
uses Differ entialGe ometry: 
l oc al frS, fralg, Compbasis, Bigbasis, eq, i, j, C, s olution , Y, k , 1: 
fr S := DGinfo(op (rh o) [1] [2) [2] [1], "FrameBa s eVect ors" ) : 
fralg := DGinfo(op(rho) [1] [2] [1] [1], "FrameBaseVectors"): 
if nops(S) = 0 then 
RETURN(frS) 
fi: 
if type(S, list(Matrix)) or type(S, list(Vector)) then 
news : = Array (1 . . nops (S)) : 
for h to nops(S) do 
newS[h] 
od: 
evalDG(DGzip(convert(S[h], list), frS, "plus")) 
T := con vert(newS, list) else 
T := S 
fi: 
Compbasis := ComplementaryBasis(T, frS): 
Bigbasis := [op(T), op(Compbasis)]: 
eq : = [] : 
for i to nops(fralg) do 
for j to nops(Compbasis) do 
30 
C := GetComponents(ApplyRepresentation(rho, fralg[i], Compbasis[j]), Bigbasis)[l .. nops(T)]: 
eq := [op(eq), op(C)] 
od: 
od: 
solution : = solve(convert(eq, set)): 
Y : = Array ( 1 .. nops (Compbasis)) : 
fork to nops(Compbasis) do 
Y[k] ·= evalDG(Compbasis[k], solution) 
od: 
Y := convert(Y, list): 
if type(S, list(Matrix)) or type(S, list(Vector)) then 
for 1 to nops(Y) do 





C. l Help File 
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To ass ist th e new user with th e op eration of the program in chapt er 3, th e following Maple 
help file was writt e11. Some of th e output has been modified in size from th e actu al Maple output 
to allow for easier display here. 
Fixsl2Representation - Decompose a representation of sl{2) 
into a direct sum of irreducibles 
Calling Sequences 
Fixs l2Repr esentation (rho ) 
Fixs l2Representati on (rho , rep list , newrep , Lie _algebra _basis , vector_space _basis , 
canon icaLbasis, real ) 
Parameters 
rho - a faithful representati on of th e Lie a lgebra sl(2) 
rep list - ( optional ) keyword 
newrep - (optiona l) keyword 
Lie_algebra _basis - (optional ) keyword 
vector_spac e_basis - (optional ) keyword 
canonicaLb asis - (option al) equati on of th e form canon icaLbas is = k , where k is one of 1 or 2 
rea l - ( opti onal) keyword 
D esc ription 
32 
• It is known th at every faithfu l (inject ive) repr esentation of sl(2) can be decompo sed into a 
dir ect sum of irr educibl e representations and that each irr educibl e represent atiou is isomo rphi c 
to Sym " k(V) ( the symm etri c tensors). Fixsl2Representation(rho) return s a list of integers 
(in increas ing orde r) that iudicat es the symmetr ic tensor representations necess ary to create a 
dir ect sum repr esentation isomorphic to rho. 
• Th e optional keywords, replist, n ewre p , Li e_a lgebra _basis , vector _space _basis , and canon-
icaLbasis can be includ ed or excluded from th e calling sequence, dependiu g on the precise 
output desired. 
• Setting replist false simpl y exclud es th e list of int egers describ ed pr ev ious ly. 
• Inclu ding th e keyword newrep return s a constructed repr esentatio n that is the direct surn 
of the irr edu cibles, summ ed in order of increas ing dim ension. Th e new repr esenta tion is 
built using a 11ew basis for th e Lie algebra (t his ba sis can be ret urn ed by using th e keyword 
Lie _algebra _basis ) but th e same vector space for th e repr esent at ion . Thi s represe nt at iou will 
be isomorphic to rho. 
• Includin g th e keyword Lie_algebra _basis return s a mat rix that gives the coefficients for the 
Lie algebra basis {X, H, Y} to have the standard Lie lxack et relations , that is: [H, X] = 
2X , [H, Y] = - 2Y , [X, Y] = H. 
• Th e keyword vector _space_basis ret urns a change of ba sis matrix , Q , for th e repr esentation 
such that Q"(- 1).rho(e _i).Q is in a canonica l form , i.e. the matrix repr esentation of H will 
be dia gonal. 
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• The equat ion ca nonicaLbasis = k ca n be used to togg le between differe nt genera lly accepted 
forms for th e li11ear tran sformation s X and Y . Set tin g canonicaLbasis = 1 (which is th e 
defau lt) returns a linear tran sformation for X that has all it s non-zero entri es a long the sup er-
diagon al and the se consist of increas ing integers through each irr edu cible. Sirnilar y, Y is 
return ed as the linear transfor mat ion that has all its non-zero entri es alon g th e sub-di agonal 
and th ese consist of decreas ing int egers throu gh each irr educibl e. Setti ng canonicaLbasis = 
2 mere ly retu rn s an X that is the tran spose of the pr evious Y and a Y t hat is the transpose 
of th e previou s X. 
• If one desires to co111pute st rictl y rea l representations of sl(2, R) , the keyword real may be 
includ ed to ensure t hat t he pro gra m follows a pro cedur e that will guarant ee on ly rea l ent ries in 
t he fixed repres entation. The rea l pro cedur e is comput at iona lly more intensive, however, aud 
so will genera lly take longer. If the rea l optio11 is includ ed when indetenn inant s are present 
in the representation it will be ignored, as the real procedure requires Ivfap le to test if certain 
quantities are positive. The opt iona l keyword s may be ent ered in any order, bu t th e program 
will always return the ord er repli st , newre p , Lie_algebra _ba s is , vector _space _ba sis. 
• In cluding any of the optiona l keyword s (with t he exception of th e equation canonicaLbasis 
= k) will requir e mor e time to execut e than simpl y exec utin g th e command without th e 
keywords. 
Examples 
> with(DifferentialGeometry): with(LieAlgebras) : 
> with(LieAlgebraRepresentations): with(Tensor): 
Example 1. 
First initiali ze sl(2) and create some vector spaces of variou s sizes. 
> M := [Matrix([[O, 1], [O, OJ]), Matrix([[l, OJ, [O, - 1J] ), 
> Matrix ( [ [O, OJ , [1, OJ]) J : 
> L := LieAlgebraData(M, sl2): 
> DGsetup(L) : 
> DGsetup ( [xl, x2], E2): 
> DGsetup ( [yl, y2 , y3], E3): 
> DGsetup( [zl, z2, z3, z4], E4) : 
> DDGsetup( [ul, u2, u3, u4, u5], E5): 
Now crea te th e symm etri c tensors of the corre spondin g sizes a long with several irredu cible 
represent ations of sl(2) using tho se symm etri c tensors. 
> tensorcoordinates:=[D_xl, D_x2J; 
tensorcoordinates := [D_xJ , D_x2] 
> rh ol Representation(sl2, E2, M); 
pl := [[el . [ ~ ~ ] ], [ e2, [ ~ _ ~ ] ], [ e3 , [ ~ ~ ] ]] 
> V2 GenerateSymmetricTensors(tensorcoordinates, 2); 




, D_x2 D_x2 
> rho2 := TensorProduct(rhol, V2, E3); 
> V3 GenerateSymmetricTensors(tensorcoordinates, 3); 




+ 3 ' 
D_xJ D_x2 D_x2 D_x2 D_xJ D_x2 D_x2 D_x2 D_xJ D D D ] 3 + 3 + 3 , _x2 _x2 _x2 
> rho3 := TensorProduct(rhol, V3, E4); 
> V4 
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D_xl D_x2 D_x i D_xl D_x2 D_xi D_xi D_xi D_xi D_xi D_x2 D_x2 
+ 4 + 4 6 
D _xi D _x2 D _xi D _:c2 D_xi D_x2 D_x2 D_xi D_x2 D_xi D_xJ D_x2 
+ 6 + 6 + 6 
D_x2 D_xi D_x2 D_xi D_x2 D_x2 D_xi D_xJ D_xJ D_x2 D_x2 D_x2 
+ 6 + 6 4 
D_x2 D_xi D_x2 D_x2 D_x2 D_x2 D_xJ D_x2 D_x2 D_x2 D_x2 D_xl 
+ 4 + 4 + 4 
D_x2 D_x2 D_x2 D_x2) 
> rho4 := TensorProduct(rho1, V4, E5); 
0 1 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 
p4 := el , 0 0 0 3 0 , e2, 0 0 0 0 0 , e3, 0 3 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 4 0 0 0 1 0 
Now create so me unr ecog niza bl e d irect sum repr ese ntat ions of sl(2) . Fir st , a lt er th e in te r face so 
th e m a tri ces a re visibl e. 
> interface ( rtablesize = infinity): 
> DGsetup([x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8, x9, x10, x11, x12, x13, x14, 
> x15], S4232): 
We use two ra nd oml y generat ed matri ces to di sguise th e represe nt at ion . 
> A Matrix ( [ [l , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1' 1, 0, 0, 1], [1, 1, 1, 
> 1, 1, 1, 1 ' 0, 0, 1' 0, 1, 1, 0, OJ, [0' 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 
> 0, 0, 0, 1], [ 1' 1, 1, 0, 1' 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1' 1, 0, 1, OJ, [O, 0, 1, 
> 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1' 1, 1, 1], [1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 
> 1, 1, 0, 1], [O, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, OJ, [O' 1, 0, 
> 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1], [1, 1, 1, 0, 1' 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 
> 1, 1, 0, 1], [1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1], [1, 0, 0, 
> 1, 1' 0, 0, 1' 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1], [O, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 
> 1, 0, 0, 1], [0' 0, 1' 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1], [1, 1, 0, 
> 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, OJ, [1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 
> 0, 1, 0, 1 J] ) : 
> B Matrix ( [ [1, 1' OJ, [1, 1, 1], [O' 1' 1] J ) : 
> rhostep1 DirectSum ( [rho4, rho2, rho3, rho2], S4232): 
> rhostep2 ChangeBasis(rhostep1, A, 11Range", S4232): 
In order to change th e Lie alg ebra basi s, we must cr eate a new Lie alg ebra with th e matrix B 
determinin g th e ba s is vec tor s . 
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> C := convert(B.Vector(Tools:-DGinfo(sl2, "FrameBaseVectors")), 
> list); 
C :=[ el + e2, el + e2 + e3, e2 + e3] 
> L2 := LieAlgebraData(C, newsl2): 
> DGsetup(L2): 
> rhostep3 := ChangeBasis(rhostep2, B, "Domain", newsl2): 
Since the representation has such a large dimension, we suppr ess it and only use th e 
ApplyRepresentation command to show that it is indeed disguised . We also use th e Query 
comma!ld to check that it is indeed a representation. 
> ApplyRepresentation(rhostep3, e2); 
9 15 583 657 578 868 354 158 610 650 725 376 55 9 4 9 688 838 T5T 151 TsT ITT T5T ITT TTI 151 T5T T5T - 151 TIT TsT rn TIT 
894 783 121 217 20 1 1076 714 898 162 40 2116 1533 446 341 312 
-n;r 
-151 T5T ITT 1 5 1 151 T5T --m I.S I -rn TIT """i5T - 1 5 1 - I Si T5T 
467 672 569 77 46 1 601 380 563 340 658 25 4 656 4 36 181 36· 1 m 151 15 1 15 1 T5l 15 1 15 1 T5T U.i l 1 5 1 m 15 1 m m ITf 
1975 1482 725 66 201 1038 412 2 122 162 111 1659 ,130 9 13 414 10 TIT TI;T TsT 15 1 1 5 1 -TIT 1 5 1 TIT 15 1 15 1 -TIT -rrr TsT TsT 1 5 1 
53 1 _ 57:J 4.09 24 128 199 413 807 298 495 138 376 574 27 5 216 
-T5T 1 51 - 151 151 m -m - 15 1 - 151 - l&l - 151 ITT -m - 151 -m -151 
650 698 36 102 211 657 ,134 53 4 134 199 19 05 1447 656 530 314 
151 T5T rn T5T - 1 51 - 1 51 - 1[11 TIT -m ITf -TIT - ""TI,T 151 151 - 15 1 
12G B 12 19 756 28 52 56 70 1 17 01 508 555 896 11 5 9, 1 I 409 3 52 
-TIT -151 - 151 - TsT 15 1 TsT -151 - ""'isT - 15 1 -m 1TI -m -151 - 15 1 - 151 
461 535 282 44 470 994 279 1012 19,1 7, 1 2012 139'1 659 427 396 
rn 1s 1 TsT 151 - rn - m - m 1ST - 1s 1 rn -T.sT -151 TIT TIT - rn 
800 80 1 188 432 4 92 1401 720 1238 _ 374 _ 30 1 _ 2484 1688 366 11 8 642 rn 15 1 - 15 1 - 1s 1 - 15 1 - 1 s 1 - 15 1 I5l 15 1 1s1 151 -"""fs'T m rn -TsT 
300 ,'.;5 307 291 42 43 1 32 502 178 245 705 482 326 233 52 
1 5 1 15 1 15 1 TIT rn -rn TTI TIT -TIT - rn - 151 -TiiT rn 15 1 - 151 
199 451 11 0 362 133 484 402 583 292 105 647 268 76 8 23s 
-151 -rn 151 m - 151 rn 151 - 151 - 151 -rn rn TTI - 151 -m -151 
1 226 713 10 6 203 76 349 165 9 18 696 242 299 261 388 134 4 68 
"""TIT 15 1 TIT - 15 1 - rn - 151 TTI rn m 1 51 - rn -m m -rn rn 
1934 1326 752 520 458 1191 11 184 3 288 298 2446 1251 14 05 887 152 
1s1 15 1 15 1 15 1 151 151 - 15 1 -15T" - 151 - 151 I5l 151 - """"i'5T"" - rn - rn 
1 21 22 1 76 165 427 1 23 124 58 4 4 8 100 76 0 586 209 173 126 rn 151 -rn -rsr -TIT -m -m 151 151 1[11 -m -151 m TTI rn 
85G 922 12 5 178 460 12 62 559 1376 222 85 2978 2235 902 389 394 
- m - 1s 1 - w - 15 1 1s 1 151 151 - TsT m 15 1 TsT 151 - 15 1 - 151 m 
> Query(rhostep3, "Representation"); 
tnL e 
Now we use th e procedur e Fixsl2Representation to determin e the irreducibles. 
> Fixsl2Representation(rhostep3); 




We How use t he opt ional keywords to see that rhostep3 is actua lly isomorp hic to Sym - 2(V) + 
First we check that th e stand ard Lie algebra basi s ha s been found. When the keywo rd 
Lie _algebra _basis is used, a rnatrix is return ed whose rows are th e coefficients necessary for 
obta inin g the desired Lie br acket relations. The first row gives the coefficients for X , the second 
row for H , and th e third row for Y. This is done so that th ese new vectors can be obtain ed by 
simpl y rnultipl yi11g th e matrix aga inst a vector that contai ns the current ba sis vecto rs. 
> newalgbasis, Q := Fixsl2Representation(rhostep3, replist = false, 
> Lie_algebra_basis, vector_space_basis, canonical_basis = 2); 
137 8270 1 23983 84 1 7469 1 34819 1 55 121 1 9 13 162T 244771 979084 TirIT 244 771 979084 - 414 552 - 552 - 198 72 
899 99773 67733 239 5 82065 110 665 445 191 2S 11 
- 1621 - 24477 1 
- 979084 -1621 
- 244771 - 979084 62T - 552 552 6624 
I 199 4 002 1 
- 91
5lo7s4 2024 56256 194 41 11 1 37 TGTI - 244i71 162T - 24477 1 244 771 62T 1656 138 - 19872 
2227 I 07097 62 731 904 36010 47 04 1 
_ 3235 373 455 as 
-162T 244771 9 79084 - 1621 -24 4771 244 771 4968 T"i"o4 - 6624 - 39 7 44 
154 700 16471 43 9 51657 21627 52 7 41 l 1621 - 244771 
.J.895 4 2 - T"62T 244 77 1 979084 62T -92 1656 1656 
396 85360 11 728 1650 36870 35595 3517 1043 2 09 49 l62f 24477 1 244 77 1 162 I 244771 489542 - •19 68 3312 - 6624 - 39744 
2051 86 71 3 5011 711 10 17 5 62755 5 1 4 6 1 7 41 1621 - 244771 
- 979084 Tifff 244 771 - 979084 184 - 3312 288 13248 [-G 5 01] -l 0 1028 114 886 13903 501 75603 128513 
- .lill .!1 II 107 l - I 1 - "iGTI 24 4 77 1 244 77 l - "iGTI 244 77 I 979084 49 68 48 - 288 - 39744 0 4 4 
769 11 7545 7854 1 308 ~ 41221 17 81 607 13 €5 
- ToTI 24477T 979084 Tifff 244 771 244 771 - 2484 165 6 - 368 - 19872 
2625 108 9 15 18713 3643 146633 42579 7 ~ 67 II - T'G2T 244 77 l 979084 - "iGTI 244 771 979084 -24 33 12 - 2208 - 39744 
114 3 603 11 6[1625 233 I 142959 11 3769 130 41 3 s 
- Ti3"21 2 44 77 I - 979084 - TI.ITT 244 77 1 - 9'f§o's4 621 - m Ts,[ 3312 
a 47810 1648 167869 60427 167 6 I 77 
- ......Ll._ 
-24 4771 244 77 l -24477 1 979084 - 828 828 - 33 12 9936 
18 14 10 9056 59301 534 22174 123 081 13 14 9 287 7 T6IT - 244771 - 4 89542 TIITT 24 4 77 1 - 489 542 TI - 276 3312 3312 
471 
.J.1.1.!JL 19767 46 9 48895 41027 373 
..ll2... 73 7 -1621 244 771 979084 162T - 244771 9 7 9084 - 2484 1656 -3312 - 1 9872 
I 2 I 204 7 76433 0 139220 41 997 I 4 01 43 31 - 244771 - 979084 
- 244771 
- 244771 - 828 828 9936 
> vect newalgbasis.Vector(Tools:-DGinfo(newsl2, 
> "FrameBaseVectors")); 
[ 
- 6 el + 5 e2 - e3 l 




> X, H, Y eva1DG(vect[1]), eva1DG(vect[2]), eva1DG(vect[3]); 
X , H , Y := -6 el + 5 e2 e2 e3, -e l , 
4 
> GetComponents(LieBracket(H, X), [X, H, Y]) 
[2, O; OJ 
> GetComponents(LieBracket(H, Y), [X, H, Y]); 
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> GetComponents(LieBracket(X, Y), [X, H, Y]); 
[O, 1, OJ 
Now we check that th e chang e of basis matrix for th e vec tor spac e (the repr ese ntation space) has 
beeu found. 
> o-c- 1) . ApplyRepresentation(rhostep3, H).Q; 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 - 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -3 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 2 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -4 
If we des ire a new repr esent a tion , we use th e optio11al keyword newrep . 
> fixedrep := Fixsl2Representation(rhostep3, replist = false, newrep, 
> can onical_basis = 2); 
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0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
fixe drep := el , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 - 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
e2, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 3 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 2 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 4 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
e3, 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
We see that thi s is actually a representation with the new Lie algebra basis t hat has been found , 
whi ch is ca lled goo d_sl2 _basi s. 
> Query(fixedrep, "Representation"); 
true 
Examp le 2. 
\iVe use th e pro cedur e to check some of th e class ic formula s from [5, Sec 11.3] . Here it is used to 
> ChangeFrame(sl2): 
Reca ll that earli er we crea ted th e symm etri c tensors of ord er 2 and ord er 3. 
> V2; 
[D D D_xl D_x2 D_x2 D_xi D 2 D _21 _xl _xJ , 2 + 2 . _x _x 
> V3; 
[D D _xJ D _xJ D _x2 D _xl D _x2 D _xi D _x2 D _xl D _xJ 
_xJ D _:r,J [) _:r,/ , 3 + 3 + 3 







3 + 3 + 3 , _x _x _x 
Now we generate th e tensor produ cts of th ese t e11sors. We display only a few. 
> V3V2 := GenerateTensors([V3, V2]): 
> V3V2[1 .. 3]; 
[ D _xJ D _xJ D _xJ D _xi D _xJ , 
D_xl D_xl D _xl D_xl D_x2 D _xl D_xl D_xJ D_x2 D _xJ 
2 + 2 
D _xJ D _xJ D _xJ D _x2 D _x2) 
Create th e tensor produ ct representation and th en decomp ose it with Fixsl2Representation . 
> DGsetup([vvl, vv2, vv3, vv4, vv5, vv6, vv7, vv8, vv9, vvlO, vv11, 
> vv12] , VV); 
fra me nam e : V V 
> rhoV3V2 ·= TensorProduct(rho1, V3V2, VV); 
40 
41 
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 
rhoV 3 V2 := el , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 3 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
e2 , 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 3 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 3 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 5 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
e3 , 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
> Query(rhoV3V2, "Repr esentation"); 
tru e 
> Fixsl2Representation(rhoV3V2); 
[1, 3, 5] 
Examp le 3. 
Now we check anothe r classic ident ity, the exter ior squar e: &w-2 (Sym - 3(V)) = Sym-4(V) + 
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Sym'O(V). 
Reca ll that we pr eviously crea ted Sym · 3(V) , so we use th e DGinfo comm and to retri eve th e 
necess ary forms. 
> rho3; 
lld' l ! 1 0 rn [,,, l ! 0 0 j ]  +· l0 0 0 rn 0 2 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
> Tools:-DGinfo(rho3, "RangeFrame"); 
E4 
> Tools:-DGinfo(E4, "FrameBaseForms"); 
[dzl, dz2, dz3, dz4] 
> Omega Tools:-GenerateForms([[dz1, dz2, dz3, dz4]] , [2]) ; 
f! = [dz l ' dz2, dz l ' dz3, dz l ' dz4 , dz2 • dz3, dz2 ' dz4 , dz3' dz4] 
> DGsetup([sl, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6] , S); 
fram e name: s 
> psi := TensorProduct(rho3, Omega, S); 
0 0 0 0 0 0 - 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 0 0 
-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 - 3 0 0 
I/' cl, 0 -3 0 0 0 0 e2, 0 0 0 0 0 0 e3, 0 0 0 0 - 3 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 0 ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 ) 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 
0 0 - 1 -3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 
0 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
We con firm that thi s is a repr esentation and then decompo se. 




Examp le 4. 
Finall y, we check that Sym'2(Sym'3(V)) = Sym'6(V) + Sym'2(V). 
> Dmega2 := GenerateSymmetricTensors(Tools:-DGinfo(E4, 
> "FrameBaseForms") , 2) ; 
0? _ [d dzl dz2 dz2 dzl dz l dz3 dz3 dz l dz l dz4 dz4 dz l d 
2 
d 







, z z , 
dz2 dz3 dz3 dz2 dz2 dz4 dz4 dz2 d d dz3 dz4 dz4 dz3 d d 41 -- - + --- - -- + --- z3 z3 --- + --- z/,1 z 2 2 ' 2 2 ' '2 2 ' 
> DGsetup([t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6, t7, t8, t9, t10], T); 
fram e name : T 
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Aga in , we confirm that this is a repres entation and then dcr.ompos e . 






See Al so 
DifferentialGeometry , LieAlgebras , LieAlgebraRepresentations , Tensor , Tools 
C.2 Test Suite 
To test th e program in chapte r 3, a test suit e was written in Mapl e. This suit e is includ ed 
below. Again , some of the output has been made smaller. 
Test Suite for sl(2, K). 
> restart: interfa ce(rtablesi ze = infinity): 
> with(DifferentialGeometry): with(LieAlgebras): 
> with(LieAlgebraRepresentati.ons): with(Tools) : with(Tensor): 
Initili aze th e Lie a lgebra . 
> M := [Matrix([[O, 1]. [O, OJ]), Matrix([[l, OJ, [O, - 1]] ), 
> Matrix( [[0, OJ, [1, OJ])]; 
Al:=[[~~][~-~],[~ ~]1 
> L LieAlgebraData(M, sl2); 
L :=[[el , e2] = -2 el , [el , e3] = e2 , [e2. e3] = - 2 e3] 
> DGsetup (L) ; 
Lie algebra : sl2 
Create some representation s and decompose them. Th e pro cedur e will be pretty standard until 
severa l tensor product repr esentation s are crea ted , though we will supp ress some of th e 
int ermediat e output when it is clear what Mapl e is computing. 
Fir st , set up a vector space. Theu , when necessary , generate the sym met ric tensors of th e 
ap propri ate size. 
> DGsetup([xl, x2], E2); 
fmrne name : E2 
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Now crea te th e representation. 
> rho1 := Representation(sl2, E2, M); 
pl: = [[e1, [ ~ ~ Ji, [e2, [ ~ - ~ ]L [e3, [ ~ ~ Jn 
Utili ze a randoml y generated matrix to alt er th e repr esentation. 
> p2 := Matrix([[O, 1], [1, 1]]); 
p2 := [ ~ ~ J 
> randrho1 := ChangeBasis(rho1, p2, "Range", E2); 
randrhol := [[el , [ - ~ - ~ ]L [e2, [ - ~ - ~ ]L [e3, [ ~ ~ JJJ 
Decomp ose th e repr esentation using th e pro cedur e, t estin g each tim e to see th a t th e ' rea l' opti on 
works well, as well as utili zing variou s combinati ons of th e oth er option al keyword s. 
> Fixsl2Representation(randrho1, newrep, Lie_algebra_basis, 
> vector_space_basis); 
[11, [[el. [ ~ : J1, [e2. [: _ : J1, ['3. l: ~ J11, U I :l · l- l : l 
> init_test := Fixsl2Representation(randrho1, newrep, 
> Lie_algebra_basis, vector_space_basis, real); 
iniUest := [l], [[el , [ ~ ~ ] ], [e2, [ ~ 
_ ~ ] ), [ e3, [ ~ ~ ]11, [ 
> Quer y (init_test[2], "Representation"); 
true 
Now for a larger repre sentation , Sym ' 2(V). 
> DGsetup([seq(a[i], i = 1 .. 3)],E3); 
fram e nam e : E3 
> tensorcoordinates ·= [D_xl, D_x2]; 
tensorcoordinat es := [D_xJ , D_x2] 








, D_x2 D_x2 
> rho2 TensorProduct(rho1, V2, E3) ; 
: l [ -: ~ ] 
"
2 
- [[d [ ~ ~ rn +· u ~ J 11 +· [ I : m 
> p3 := Matrix([[O, 0, 1], [O, 1, O], [1, 0, 1]]) ; 
p3-[~: !] 
> randrho2 := ChangeBasis(rho2, p3, "Range", E3); 
rond,ho2 - [[d, [~ -: rn +· r-~ ~ -rn +· [ ~ ~ rn 
> Fixsl2Representation(randrho2, newrep, Lie _algebra_bas i s, 
> vector_space_basis); 
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[ZJ, rr" r ~ ~ rn +· r ~ ~ J ii +· r ~ : nlJ. r ~ i ~ H-: : ~ i 
> Fixsl2Representation(randrho2, newrep, Lie_algebra_ba sis, 
> vector_space_basis, canonical_basis = 2, real); 
Continue 011 wit h Syrn ' 3(V). 
> DGsetup([seq(a[i], i = 1 .. 4)], E4): 
> V3 := GenerateSymmetricTensors(tensorcoordinates, 3): 
> rho3 := TensorProdu ct( rhol, V3, E4); 
0 0 
1 0 
0 - 1 
0 0 
> p4 := Matrix([[!, 1, 1, OJ, [O, 0, 1, OJ, [1, 0, 1, 1], [O, 0, 1, 
> 1] J); 
v4-[! i1 !] 
> randrho3 := ChangeBasis(rho3, p4, "Range", E4); 
mnddw3 -[[d u ~ :i :rn +· r-i i j :! ]1, [s, l =1 
> Fixsl2Representation(randrho3, Lie_algebra_basis, 
> vector_space_basis); 
0 1 
-3 - 4 
3 3 
-3 - 2 
[3], 0 1 0 I ~ [ l O OJ [ O 0 0 1 O 
0 1 
-1 - 1 
1 0 
- 1 0 
> Fixsl2Representation(randrho3, Lie_algebra_basis , vector_space _basis, 
> real); 
[ 
0 0 1 
[ 
1 0 0 l 1 1 -· l [3], 0 1 0 , O - l O 
0 0 1 0 -1 0 
Now Sym ' 4(V). 
> DGsetup([seq(a[i], i = 1 .. 5) ] , E5): 
> V4 : = GenerateSymmetricTe nsors(tensorcoordinates, 4): 
> rho4 := TensorProduct(rho1, V4, E5) ; 
0 1 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 
p4 el , 0 0 0 3 0 
' 
e2, 0 0 0 0 0 I e3, 0 3 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 4 0 0 0 1 0 
> p5 : = Matrix ( [ [O, -1, -1, -1, -1], [1, -1, 1, 0, OJ, [0' 1' 0, 1, 
> -1], [ -1, 1, 1, 1, -1], [O' 1, 1, 1, -1]]); 
0 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 
1 - 1 1 0 0 
p5 0 1 0 1 - 1 
- 1 1 1 1 - 1 
0 1 1 1 - 1 
> randrho4 ChangeBasis(rho4, p5, "Range 11 , E5); 
0 - 4 - 4 -4 4 
3 - 9 - 7 - 9 9 -2 - 2 - 2 - 2 2 
3 - 3 -3 -3 3 -4 - 4 -8 - 6 6 
rnndrho4 := el , -13 25 19 12 ' e2 , 0 
- 4 - 4 - 4 4 
- 12 2 2 2 4 8 12 10 - 6 
- 1 1 - 1 0 4 4 4 0 
- 0 0 2 2 2 
- 1 - 1 1 -1 1 
- 5 7 3 4 4 
- 4 4 - 2 1 - 1 
e3 , 17 - 21 - 1 - 9 - 7 
- - -
2 2 2 2 2 
1 - 1 - 1 -1 1 
- - - -
2 2 2 2 2 
> Fixsl2Representation(randrho4, newrep, canonica l basis 1) ; 
47 
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rr", r 1 
1 0 0 ~ 1 r ~ 0 0 0 0 1 , r 1 0 0 0 l 1 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 [4), 0 0 3 , e2, 0 0 0 0 e3 , 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 4 0 0 1 
> Fixsl2Representation(randrho4, newrep, canonica l_ba sis = 2, real); 
rd 
0 4 0 0 ! 1 , 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 ~ 1, 1 0 0 0 [4], 0 0 0 2 e2, 0 0 0 0 e3 , 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 4 0 0 0 4 
Sym'5( V). 
> DGsetup( [seq(a [i], i = 1 .. 6) ] , E6) : 
> V5 := GenerateSymmetricTensors(te nsorcoordinates, 5): 
> rho5 := TensorProduct(rho1, V5, E6); 
0 1 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 
p5 0 0 0 3 0 0 e2, 0 0 1 0 0 0 e3, 0 4 0 0 0 0 el , 0 0 0 0 4 0 , 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 , 0 0 3 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 - 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 5 0 0 0 u 1 0 
> p6 := Matrix([[1, 1, 0, 0, -1, OJ, [1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1), [ -1, 0, 1' 0, 
> -1 , -1), [ -1, -1, 0, -1, 0, 1), [ -1, 1, 0, 1, -1, 1), [1' 0, -1, -1, 
> 0, 1) J ) ; 
l 1 0 0 - 1 0 
1 1 0 0 1 1 
p6:= - 1 0 1 0 - 1 - 1 
- 1 - 1 0 - 1 0 1 
- 1 1 0 1 - 1 1 
1 0 - 1 - 1 0 1 
> randrho5 · = ChangeBasis(rho5, p6, "Range", E6); 
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1 33 37 - 5 
- 2 - 1 
4 4 4 4 
-3 -47 - 51 - 1 
-1 2 
4 4 4 4 
-17 35 39 5 3 - 4 -
mndrho5 - el , 4 4 4 4 
9 15 13 - 1 
- - 1 0 2 2 2 2 




2 2 2 2 
0 8 0 7 - 3 2 
- 25 - 13 9 - 1 - 19 - 19 
-
r 27 - 15 - 17 15 4 2 4 4 4 2 9 - 4 
2 2 2 2 47 23 - 15 3 21 27 
- -
- 31 21 19 - 17 4 2 4 4 4 2 
- 8 - 6 
- 11 - 5 15 - 3 - 25 - 19 2 2 2 2 
-
e2, 35 - 19 - 15 21 , e3, 4 2 4 4 4 2 11 - - 6 -
2 2 2 2 - 17 3 - 3 - 7 
- 9 - 10 -
13 4 - 9 - 7 - 5 7 2 2 2 2 
- 7 - 4 3 2 6 - 1 11 - 3 1 1 5 - - 4 12 6 - 6 - 4 - 4 5 2 2 2 2 
- 6 -5 3 - 1 - 6 -8 
> Fixsl2Representation(randrho5); 
[5] 
> Fixsl2Representation(randrho5, real); 
[5] 
Sy m ' 6(V). 
> DGsetup([seq(a[i], i = 1 . . 7)]' E7): 
> V6 := GenerateSymmetricTensors(tensorcoordinates, 6): 
> rho6 := TensorProduct(rhol, V6, E7); 
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0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 l el , 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 p6 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 , e2, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 - 4 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 6 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 5 0 0 0 0 0 
e3, 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
> p7 : = Matrix( [ [1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, OJ, [ -1, 0, - 1, 0, -1, -1, 1], [O' 
> -1, -1, 1, -1, -1, OJ, [O' -1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1], [1, -1, 0, -1, -1, 
> -1, -1], [O' -1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1], [-1, 0, 0, 1, -1, -1, OJ]) ; 
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
- 1 0 - 1 0 - 1 - 1 1 
0 - 1 - 1 1 - 1 - 1 0 
p 7 := 0 - 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 
1 - 1 0 - 1 - 1 - 1 -1 
0 - 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 1 
- 1 0 0 1 - 1 - 1 0 
> randrho6 := ChangeBa s is(rho6, p7, "Range", E7); 
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12 - 14 -3 - 27 - 8 12 1 
-
-5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
4 - 10 -16 4 14 - 2 0 - -3 3 3 3 3 3 
16 1 - 4 - 46 1 11 - 32 
- - -15 5 15 15 15 15 15 
randrho6 := el , 4 2 - 1 1 4 - 6 - 3 - - - -5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
13 4 3 2 13 - 7 - 11 
- - - -5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
- 21 12 - 1 26 - 1 - 11 7 
-
- - -5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
28 - 7 - 37 - 13 - 17 - 37 - 41 
-15 5 15 15 15 15 15 
-6 2 2 24 - 18 12 18 
-
-
- -5 5 5 5 5 5 5 





-3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
32 16 26 - 38 56 46 - 16 
15 15 15 15 15 15 15 
e2, 18 - 6 4 - 2 4 14 - 4 -
-
-5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
- 24 - 12 8 - 4 - 22 - 32 -8 
- -5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
18 4 - 6 8 14 4 - 14 
- - - - -5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
- 64 - 2 - 22 46 - 82 - 62 32 
-15 15 15 15 15 15 15 
19 - 7 8 29 3 11 - 3 
-
-
- - -5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
25 - 2 19 16 13 9 - 3 - - -3 3 3 3 3 
7 - 26 19 - 8 4 - 4 -8 
15 15 15 15 15 5 5 
e3 , - 12 1 - 9 - 7 - 4 - 8 4 - - - - -5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
-24 7 - 23 - 9 - 3 - 21 3 
- - - - -5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
- 7 6 1 - 22 1 - 3 - 1 
- - -
- -5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
61 - 8 -23 76 7 13 - 9 
15 15 15 15 15 5 5 
> Fixsl2Representation(randrho6); 
[6] 
> Fixsl2Representation(randrho6, Li e_a lgebra_ba sis, real) ; 
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Du e to computation a l limit s, the larg es t irr edu cible we will creat e : Syrn ' 7(V ). 
> DGsetup([seq(a[i], i = 1 .. 8)), ES): 
> V7 := GenerateSymmetricTensors(tensorcoordinates, 7): 
> rh o7 := TensorProduct(rho1, V7, ES); 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 
p7 el , 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 e2, 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 .- 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 ) 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 3 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 5 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 7 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
e3, 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
> p8 := Matrix([[-1, 1, 1, 1, -1, 1, 0, OJ, [O' 0, 1 , 0, 0, 0, 0, -1), 
> [1, -1 , -1, -1, -1, 0, 0, OJ, [0' -1, 1, -1, -1, 0, 0, -1), [1, -1, 
> -1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1), [1. 1, 1, 1, 0, -1, 1, -1), [ -1 , 0, -1, 0, 1, 0, 
> 0, 1), [O' 0, 1, 0, -1, 0, 1' -1)]) ; 
- 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1 
1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 0 0 0 
p8 := 0 - 1 1 - 1 - 1 0 0 - 1 
- 1 - 1 1 0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 0 - 1 l - 1 
- 1 0 - 1 0 1 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0 - 1 0 1 -1 
> randrho7 ChangeBasis(rho7, p8, "Range", ES); 
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0 9 - 6 1 13 -4 - 18 8 
- 7 21 -3 - 11 - 11 - 49 7 
- 10 -2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
2 10 - 11 10 18 0 -14 15 
- 1 - 31 9 1 11 63 - 17 
randrho7 .- el , - - - 16 - -2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
2 7 - 1 - 1 4 - 4 - 11 1 
4 11 2 - 5 5 -8 - 22 - 2 
0 9 1 1 6 - 4 - 11 1 
0 12 - 9 12 20 0 - 14 15 
- 3 0 -24 0 28 - 10 -4 20 
- 1 2 - 31 3 36 - 11 - 9 27 
- 6 2 -25 2 30 - 10 - 4 24 
e2, - 1 - 1 49 -2 - 58 21 13 -4 1 2 0 - 14 0 23 - 10 - 4 10 
0 4 - 24 4 36 - 13 -8 20 
2 0 - 26 0 30 - 10 - 11 22 
-6 2 - 30 2 30 - 10 - 4 29 
- 6 - 3 - 10 -9 13 - 6 - 7 8 
-2 7 11 - 13 - 7 - 15 - 17 19 
- 21 --2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
6 - 15 - 28 -2 1 15 - 13 - 7 14 
25 1 39 31 31 27 - 31 
e3, 2 - 29 2 2 2 2 2 2 
- 11 6 - 1 0 6 - 1 - 5 6 
- 22 12 4 0 12 - 2 - 10 6 
-5 - 1 -9 - 7 14 -8 - 5 7 
13 -22 - 35 - 28 22 - 20 -7 14 
> Fixs l 2Repre senta tion(randrho7 ); 
[7] 
> Fi xsl2Representation(randrho7, real); 
[7] 
Now for som e direct sum repre sentations. 
Create a vector space of th e ap propri ate size . 
> DGsetup( [seq(a[i], i = 1. . 16)] , E16): 
Now form th e direct sum of some of th e irr edu cibles we created ea rli er. 




0 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- 2 0 - 4 - 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-2 0 -2 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 
el, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 0 - 4 -5 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 0 -2 -2 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 4 -4 -4 4 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 - 9 - 7 - 9 9 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 -3 -3 -3 3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 13 25 19 12 - 12 
-, 2 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - I I - I 0 0 2 2 2 
- 1 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 3 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 - 4 - 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 -2 0 -4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
e2, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -I 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -4 -3 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 2 - 2 - 2 - 2 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -4 -4 -8 -6 6 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 4 - 4 - 4 4 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 8 12 10 - G 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 4 0 
- 1 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- 2 - 3 - 4 l 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-2 -3 -2 1 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -I 0 I -1 0 0 0 0 0 
e3, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 -3 -4 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 -3 -2 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - I - 1 1 - I I 
0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 -5 7 3 4 4 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -4 4 -2 I -1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 -2 1 - I - 9 - 7 T -, 2 2 2 
L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I - I - I - I I 2 2 2 2 2 
Now decompose this representat ion. 
> Fixs l 2Repr esentation(randrho3234); 
[2, 3, 3, 4] 
> Fixsl2Representation(randrho3234, real ); 
[2, 3, 3, 4) 
We do it again on a larger direct sum and suppress some of the output. 
> DGsetup( [seq(a[i], i = 1.. 23)], E23): 
> randrho25551 := DirectSum([randrho2, randrho5, randrho5, randrho5, 
randrhol], E23): 
> Fixsl2Representati on(randrho25551); 
[l, 2, 5, 5, 5] 
> Fixsl2Representation(randrho25551, real); 
[l, 2, 5, 5, 5] 
On ce more on a very large direct sum , agai11 suppr essiug the very large output. 
> DGsetup ( [seq (a [i] , i = 1 .. 105) J, E105) : 
> randrho3ofeach := DirectSum([randrhol, rhol, randrhol, rho2, 
randrho2, rho2, randrho7, rho7, randrho7, rho6, randrho6, rho6, 
randrho5, rho5, randrho5, rho3, randrh o3, rho3, randrho4, rho4, 
randrho4], E105): 
> Fixsl2Representation(randrho3ofeach); 
[l , 1, 1. 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4. 4, 5, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6. 7. 7, 7] 
> Fixsl2Representation(randrho3ofeach, real); 
[l, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6 , 7, 7, 7) 
Now we change the algebra basis as well. 
Choose a new basis: 
> B : = eva1DG([2*e1 + e3, 3*el - e2 - 4*e3, - 2*el + e2]): 
Initialize this new basis as a Lie algebra. 
> L2 := LieAlgebraData(B, Alg2 ): 
> DGsetup(L2): 
Now use this new basis to disguise one of our direct sum representation s. 
> newrandrho3234 : = ChangeBasis(randrho3234, B, Alg2 ): 
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We con firm that this is act ually a repre sent at ion. 
> Query(newrandrho3234, "Representation"); 
tnle 
Now deco mp ose this represe nt at ion . For the first time , the keywo rd ' Lie_a lge bra _basis' prod uces 
sorne non-trivial output. 
> sym1, basis1 := Fixsl2Representation(newrandrho3234, 
Lie_algebra_basis); 
56 
- 1647 + 923 v12 211 v12 - 252 211 v12 - 252 
syml, basisl = [2, 3, 3 , 4], 
2 ( - 211 + 126 v12) (9 v12 + 7) 
211 v12 - 252 
2 (- 211 + 126 v12) 
113 (9 v12 - 2) 
324 (7 v12 - 18) 
( -2 11 + 126 v12) (9 v12 + 7) 
0 
2 (-2 11 + 126 /2) 
0 
113 
8 1 (7 v12 - 18) 
113 (9 v2 - 7) 
162 (7 v2 - 18) 
V..'e con firm thal lhis return ed Lie algebra basis gives us the des ired Lie bracket relations. 
> new1 : = basis 1 . Vector [column] (DGinf o ( "FrameBaseVectors")) ; 
new l := 
(- 1647 + 923 v12) el (211 v12 - 252) e2 
-----~--'-~- + -----~--~-
2 ( - 211 + 126 v12) (9 v2 + 7) (-2 11 + 126 v12) (9 v12 + 7) 
(2 11 v12 - 252) el 
(2 11 v12 - 252) e3 
2 (-2 11 + 126 v12) 
113 (9 v2 - 2) el 
324 (7 v2 - 18) 
2 (-2 11 + 126 v12) 
113 e2 
81 (7 v12 - 18) 
113 (9 v12 - 7) e3 
162 (7 v12 - 18) 
> simplify(GetComponents(LieBracket(eva1DG(new1[2]), eva1DG(new1[1])), 
[eva1 DG(new1[1] ), eva1DG(new1[2]), eva1DG(new1[3])]) ); 
[2, 0, OJ 
The follow ing is a good exam ple of the limi tat ions of the sim pl ificatio n pro cedur es that are used. 
> simplify(GetComponents(LieBracket(eva1DG(new1[2]), eva1DG(new1[3])), 
[eva1DG(new1[1]), eva1DG(new1[2]), eva1DG(new1[3])])); 
[O, 0, 226 (44099 76735 v2 - 6239628256)( 
- 10258568692 185 70437973 80801197 897139 3 
+ 725390348751211622010178572830841643 v12)/( 
(- 223777143 + 157974263 v12) (7 v12 - 18) (-2 11 + 126 v12) (9 v12 + 7)( 
36769729041669491926486921221193372v12 
- 5200024949550279761386334 7142498671 ))] 
Try eva lf instead of simplify . 
> evalf(GetCornponents(LieBracket(evalDG(new1[2]), evalDG(new1[3])), 
[evalDG(newl[l]), evalDG(new1[2]), evalDG(new1[3]) ] )); 
[O., 0., - 0.] 
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Of cour se, these can 't actually all be O or Y would be the zero vector , causing Fixsl2Representatio11 
to fail. We alter the Digit s environment to give us mor e accuracy. 
> Digits := 20; 
D·igits := 20 
> evalf(GetCornponents(LieBracket(evalDG(new1[2]), evalDG(new1[3])), 
[evalDG(newl[l]), evalDG(new1[2]), evalDG(new1[3])])); 
[O., 0. , -2.0000026085420995890] 
As the Digits env ironm ent is i11creased, the Lie bracket will be evaluated more closely to the act ual 
- 2. 
Now to check t !te last Lie bracket relation. 
> sirnplify(GetCornponents(LieBracket(evalDG(newl[l]), eva1DG(new1[3])), 
[eva1DG(new1[1]), eva1DG(new1[2]), eva1DG(new1 [3])])); 
[D, 1. OJ 
Now we check usi11g the ·real ' option. 
> Fixsl2Representation(newrandrho3234, real); 
[2, 3, 3, 4] 
We use our new domain basis to disguise an even larg er direct sum representation. 
> newrandrho3ofeach 
Alg2): 
ChangeBasis (randrho3ofeach, B, "Domain", 
\Ve decompose this repr esentat ion. 
> Fixsl2Representation(newrandrho3ofeach); 
[l , 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6, 7, 7, 7] 
Note the very non-trivial Lie algebra basis that is found. 
> Fixsl2Representation(newrandrho3ofeach, replist false, 
Lie_algebra_basis); 
- 1647 + 923 /2 
2 (-211 + 126 /2) (9 /2 + 7) 
211 /2 - 252 
2 (-2 11 + 126 /2) 
113 (9 /2 - 2) 
324 (7 /2 - 18) 
211 /2 - 252 
(-2 11 + 126 /2) (9 /2 + 7) 
0 
113 
81 (7 /2 - 18) 
211 /2 - 252 
2 (- 211 + 126 /2) 
0 
113 (9 /2 - 7) 
162 (7 v12 - 18) 
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Now we test the proc edur e using a repr esentat ion with indeter minant s pr esent. This will cause the 
'real' option to be ignored , as explained in the help file. 
> N2 : = [a*Matrix([[O, 1), [O, OJ]), I*b*Matrix([[1, OJ, [O, - 1JJ), 
c*Matrix ( [ [O, OJ , [1, OJ]) J ; 
N2:=[[~ J,[b: -~bJ,[~ ~JJ 
> L4 LieAlgebraData(N2, gensl2); 
- Ta c e2 L4 := [[el, e2] = - 2Ibel , [el . e3] = b , [e2, e3] = - 2Ib e3] 
> DGsetup(L4); 
Die algebra : gensl2 
> DGsetup([x1, x2J, G2): 
> genrhol := Representation(gensl2, G2, N2); 
genrhol:=[[el,[~ ~JJ.[e2,[b: - ~ b]],[e3.[~ ~JJJ 
> Query(genrhol, "Representation"); 
true 
> Fixsl2Representation(genrho1, newrep, canonical basis 1, 
Lie_algebra_basis, vector_space_basis); 
- ] 
b 0 0 




When can th e program fail? Like any program , it will fail if any of th e program s it relies OIi for 
intermediate result s fails. This has sometimes occured when the output options illclud e ·newrep ' . 
This is beca use Lhe construct.ion of the fixed rep resentat ion requir es inverLing Lhe vecLor space 
chang e of bas is matrix , which can be very large and compl ex depending on the repr esentation. 
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T his has a lso occur ed when th e origina l basis vectors have very compli ca ted Lie bracket relations. 
ln this case Maple sometim es cannot comput e th e eigenvectors of ad (H) because of th e compli cate d 
ent ries of th e matri x. Bot h of th ese problems t end to 'freeze' th e system . An impro ved invert er , 
eigenvector finde r , or faste r hardware appear to be the on ly solut ions to these prob lems. 
Also, the progra m can fail due to user error, for exa mpl e if th e inpu t is not actu a lly a 
representa tiou (homomorphi sm). 
> DGsetup ( [seq (a [i] , i = 1. . 32)], G32): 
> badrho := DirectSum([newrandrho3234, randrho3234], G32) : 
> Fi xsl 2Representation (badrh o); 
Er r or, ( in Matrix ) thi s entr y is t oo t a ll or t oo sh ort: Vect or(O, 
[ . .. ] , datat ype = anything) 
> Quer y( badrh o , "Representation" ) ; 
fa lse 
